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Motivation
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Research Question

- Could blaming and crediting be used strategically to induce bureaucratic effort?
- Most previous work focuses on the negative elements of blaming within the
accountability framework or on optimal delegation to share responsibility
- We build a formal model where:
- Politicians benefit from bureaucratic effort
- Bureaucrats care about their reputation vis-a-vis a non-strategic public
- Politicians know the bureaucrat’s skill and can provide information to the public
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Literature

- Blame via delegation
- Weaver (1986), Glazer and Segendorff (2005), Almendares (2012) and Pei (2018)

- Experimental Work
- Field Data: (Hood, 2011; Nielsen and Moynihan, 2016)
- Survey Experiments: (Marvel, 2014; Ruder, 2014, 2015)
- Lab experiments: (Bartling and Fischbacher, 2012)
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Model - Primitives

- Two strategic actors: Bureaucrat and Politician
- Bureaucrat has type t ∈ {L,H}, Pr(t = H) = β0 ∈ (0,1)
- Policy outcome x ∈ {0,1}
- Bureaucrat exerts costly effort e ∈ {0,1}, with cost c ∈ (0,pL )
- Effort leads to policy success with probability pt ; shirking leads to failure
where 1 > pH > pL > 0
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Model - Timing

Nature draws
t ∈ {L,H}

Outcome x
is realized
Bureaucrat observes t, exerts
effort e ∈ {0,1}

Public observes
x,m, updates beliefs
Politician observes
t,e,x, sends
message m ∈ M
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Incentives
Bureaucrat:
- Payoffs are determined by posterior belief about type (β) and effort (e)
- uB (β,e) = V(β) − ec, where
(

V(β) =

0 if β < βe
1 if β > βe

- Wants to exceed the reputational threshold βe ∈ (0,1), with V(βe) ∈ [0,1]
Politician:
- Cares about policy success:
(

uP =

0 if x = 0
1 if x = 1
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Preliminaries

- We look for PBE that are ex ante optimal for the politician, i.e., which maximize
Π(eL ,eH ) = (1 − β0 )eL pL + β0 eH pH

- Main interest is in how the politician transmits information to maximize this
- Politician may benefit from revealing information about bureaucrat’s skill after
successes/failures and effort/no effort
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Beliefs after Success and Failure
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Equilibrium Behavior without Blaming

- Both bureaucrat types exert effort if β0 is close enough to threshold
- Otherwise, we find two types of equilibria:
Low type mixes and high type exerts effort
Both types shirk

- How to increase effort if at least one type shirks or mixes?
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Blaming and Crediting
- To potentially benefit from blaming and crediting, we need β0 << βe or β0 >> βe
- If β0 is too low, then βf < βs < βe
Want to reward success by inducing beliefs at (0, βe) with V(βe) = 1
This incentivizes low type to exert effort if Pr(β = βe) is sufficiently high
For too low β0 , low type mixes

- If β0 is too high, then βe < βf < βs
Want to punish failure by inducing beliefs at (βe,1) with V(βe) = 0
This incentivizes low type to exert effort if Pr(β = βe) is sufficiently high
For too high β0 , low type shirks
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Comparing Effort Levels
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The solid line indicates the effort level of the low type, and the dashed line of the high type. (βe = 12 ,pL = 31 ,pH = 23 ,c = 16 ).
The left (right) panel displays effort levels without (with) crediting or blaming (Propositions 1 and 2).
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Next Steps
- In the static case, politician had full flexibility in inducing beliefs about reputation
- Now repeat the game twice, with final payoffs obtained at the end:
- Politician: x1 + x2
- Bureaucrat: V(β2 ) − (e1 + e2 )c

- Politician is constrained in inducing beliefs: relies on its effect on a type’s effort in
period 2
- For two induced beliefs β0 and β00 , need that eL2 (β0 ) = eL2 (β00 ) in period 2

- Initial result: More difficult to get both types to exert effort, reduced scope for
blaming and crediting
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Discussion

- We have a model where blaming and crediting incentivizes bureaucrats with
reputational concerns
- We show that blaming may improve policy outcomes in a simple framework
- Next steps:
1. Two period model
2. Uncertainty about who was responsible
3. Politician with reputational concerns
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Thank you!
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